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Saturday AM - PM. Sunday Closed. Monday Closed. Down to earth, easy to talk to, quick
transaction, prompt communication, polite, was able to figure out which vehicle interested me
and offered several options - R. Canal Winchester. It is never actually about the vehicle one
purchases but the confidence and trust developed in the process that decides the purchase.
Some dealers have simply set the bar so low that a customer relationship is not the focus but
rather the number of closed sales out the door is. I had been through a dozen test drives in
various dealerships around Columbus in the last month , of course looking for the right car and
deal, but more importantly looking for the right individual to provide a genuine level of
confidence in both the vehicle and the dealers integrity.! He not only represents the Crown
brand exceptionally well but more importantly has guaranteed a repeat customer when I tire of
this latest toy. Bravo Billy, and well done Crown family! My experience at Crown Jeep of Dublin
was excellent. This was largely due to Jason Stull, the associate who helped me with my new
purchase. He was not only friendly but very helpful in walking me through the process with no
high pressure. I would highly recommend Crown Jeep and Jason to all friends and family
interested in a vehicle. Reason for reporting the review: Select Your email address:. Dealer
Reviews Find the best dealership for you. Service Reviews Find good folks to fix your car. Cars
for Sale Find the right car for you. Car Recalls Make sure your car is safe to drive. Write a
Review. Sign In. Dealer Panel. All Salespeople. Sales Department. Contact Dealership.
Dealership Service Write a review. Contact Us. Home Delivery. Sales: Service: Parts: Together
they have grown into one of the highest volume dealerships in the Midwest. Selling well over 20,
new and pre-owned vehicles, you can be confident that the buying experience will be second to
none. Our volume has allowed us to pass along savings that cannot be challenged. Our
professional and friendly staff is always ready to show you our unique and transparent
approach to selling automobiles. We have access to millions to lend to finance or lease, low
APR offers some with extended terms, and we respect what many of us have gone through over
the past year. We have lenders that understand as well. No matter what you're looking for,
Crown hopes to find a way to provide it for you and we think we can do it in a Better Way. That's
why we truly feel we're The Better Way to Buy. We look forward to hearing from you. Call
Dealership View 7 Awards. Customer Service. Quality of Work. Overall Experience. A
dealership's rating is calculated by averaging scores from reviews received in the past 24
months. Overview Employees Reviews 2, Inventory Call Error in sending request, please try
again. Top Reviewed Employees. Tyler Ramsey Service. View Reviews. Jesse Newland Service
Advisor. View 20 Reviews. Jacob Petakis Sales. View 12 Reviews. Josh Ward Service Advisor.
View 46 Reviews. More Employees More Employees. Latest Reviews February 23, Employees
Worked With. Jacob Petakis. Darius Skinner 5. February 23, Cole Miller 1. William Billy Pruitt.
James Williamson 5. Joe Melfe 5. February 20, Reggie Wade 5. Jason Stull 5. More Reviews
More Reviews. Dealership Inventory Vehicles. View Vehicle Details. More Inventory More
Inventory. Please be as descriptive as possible. We ask that reviewers read your private
response within 5 days. This is a measure put in place to help identify fraudulent posts on the
site, and in some cases we may determine that the review is not subject to removal even when
the reviewer has not read your response. Which review do you believe this to be a duplicate of?
Please provide the screen name, date, etc. Please provide any identifying information that you
have regarding the former employee that you believe wrote the review â€” full name, email,
social media links, anything that will help us research a connection between the review and that
person. Please let us know what leads you to believe that this review was posted fraudulently.
Which dealership do you believe this review was meant for, and what leads you to believe the
review was posted to the incorrect page? Please let us know what leads you to believe that this
review should be removed from the page. Please provide the exact content of the review that
you feel is inappropriate. Cancel Submit. Enter your starting address. Monday AM - PM.
Tuesday AM - PM. Wednesday AM - PM. Thursday AM - PM. Friday AM - PM. Saturday AM - PM.
Sunday Closed. Monday Closed. Down to earth, easy to talk to, quick transaction, prompt
communication, polite, was able to figure out which vehicle interested me and offered several
options - R. Canal Winchester. It is never actually about the vehicle one purchases but the
confidence and trust developed in the process that decides the purchase. Some dealers have
simply set the bar so low that a customer relationship is not the focus but rather the number of
closed sales out the door is. I had been through a dozen test drives in various dealerships
around Columbus in the last month , of course looking for the right car and deal, but more
importantly looking for the right individual to provide a genuine level of confidence in both the
vehicle and the dealers integrity.! He not only represents the Crown brand exceptionally well but
more importantly has guaranteed a repeat customer when I tire of this latest toy. Bravo Billy,
and well done Crown family! My experience at Crown Jeep of Dublin was excellent. This was

largely due to Jason Stull, the associate who helped me with my new purchase. He was not only
friendly but very helpful in walking me through the process with no high pressure. I would
highly recommend Crown Jeep and Jason to all friends and family interested in a vehicle.
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the highest volume dealerships in the Midwest. Selling well over 20, new and pre-owned
vehicles, you can be confident that the buying experience will be second to none. Our volume
has allowed us to pass along savings that cannot be challenged. Our professional and friendly
staff is always ready to show you our unique and transparent approach to selling automobiles.
We have access to millions to lend to finance or lease, low APR offers some with extended
terms, and we respect what many of us have gone through over the past year. We have lenders
that understand as well. No matter what you're looking for, Crown hopes to find a way to
provide it for you and we think we can do it in a Better Way. That's why we truly feel we're The
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review do you believe this to be a duplicate of? Please provide the screen name, date, etc.
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you believe wrote the review â€” full name, email, social media links, anything that will help us
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was attentive to my needs and treated me with respect. I didn't feel at all rushed. The dealership
presented the vehicles nicely. Finance was upfront with all my lending options and i didn't feel
like needed to settle for anything. Got a great van for the family and would buy from them again.
Thank you for your positive review - Austin and our team really appreciate the feedback. Enjoy
your new van! Some hiccups with the appraisal of our trade-in. Also could have been a littel
more pro-active once we indicated our interest--e. These issues were resolved to our
satisfaction, hence the 5 rating for overall experience. Sales people were patient and let us test
drive several vehicles, sometimes with very little advance notice we were coming by. We really
appreciated them. Thank you for your review - Austin and our sales team really appreciate the
constructive feedback. Enjoy your new vehicle! We had excellent service from Ty Ramsey. We
will not be returning to our previous mechanic, and from now on we will only be returning to Ty
for all our auto repair needs. Excellent service, standards and customer service! We will tell
everyone we know! Thank you very much for your positive review - Ty and our service team
really appreciate your feedback. Very Good Salesman to work with. Highly recommend. Very
knowledgable about what he was selling. Kept me informed about the atatus of my order. Sent
regular upades on the progress of the build. Spent over one hour showing me the fearures of
my nes vehicle. Thank you for your review - Craig and our entire team appreciate the time you
took in giving us your feedback. Safe travels in your new vehicle! My visit to Crown was a
pleasant one and I ultiumately ended up buying a new car from a salesperson named Austin
who was friendly and knowledgable. I don't like car shopping, but he put me at ease and worked
with me on my requirements and the price of the vehicle. All in all, a good experience, and one
that would make me recommend both Crown and Austin. Thank you for the kind words and
positive feedback - Austin and our entire team appreciate the review. Ty Ramsey is the main

reason I have all my cars serviced at Crown. Ty is the only reason I bought my new Dodge
Challenger at Crown. His excellent people skills won me over just to want to have one car
dealership to trust. His expertise in advising car tire choices for both my Chrysler Crossfire and
this recent visit for the Dodge Ram Big Horn Hemi are unsurpassed. As a woman, I appreciate a
person in his capacity helping and guiding honestly not taking advantage of as most
businesses tend to do. Regarding the Dodge Challengerhe helped and answered my questions
honestly when I couldn't find such in a salesman. To sum up my feelings regarding Crown
Chrysler Jeep Dodge - we own more than 1 of each of what they sell therefore we need each
other! Thank you, Ty and Austin. Ty and our team really appreciate your business and feedback.
Thank you so much for your review and continued patronage. Everett and our entire team really
appreciate your feedback. Enjoy your 4th new vehicle from Crown! I had a horrible experience at
another dealer. This time I based my decision on where to purchase a new vehicle on the
reputation of the dealership and sales person, rather than the product. I am confident that I
made the right decision. The salesman was great. The new car manager was great and the
finance guy was fantastic. It was the best experience I can imagine having while making a
purchase. My next car will come from Crown. I am generally not an easy sell when it comes to
major purchases. I had been seriously looking for a new car for the past month or so and had
looked at several makes and models. When I finally settled on buying a Challenger, I started
looking at dealers. I checked several places and Crown was the most inviting and easiest to
deal with. Their sales team Everett in particular really seem to care that you are happy with your
purchase. After haggling for awhile and getting all the options I wanted, I had a deal that I was
pretty happy with but I took it to one of the other dealers to see if they could beat it. Besides the
price, Everett really went above and beyond in making sure that I was familiar with the car
covering everything from radio operation to waxing and tire pressure , working with me to
arrange the upgrades leather and a sunroof that I had requested, and never pushing too hard
with the sales pitch. I would recommend Crown to anyone looking to buy a Dodge, Chrysler, or
Jeep product. I love the car, got a pretty good deal, and couldn't be happier with the service so
far at the dealership. Thank you for your review - Everett and our team appreciate thhis very
much. Enjoy your new car! We have owned Chrysler Corporation cars since After living in three
states 5 different cities , we are convinced that Ty Ramsey and Crown are the absolute best
team! Since Ty joined Crown several years ago, we've used his service team exclusively.
Although he personally takes care of many customers each day, he always makes us feel as
though he only has our service visit to take care of. We wouldn't think of letting anyone else but
Crown Service touch our cars, whether it's for an oil change and safety check-up or major work
like a brake job or advanced trouble-shooting. We've even bought new tires at Crown; their
prices are very competitive. Their staff of mechanics is very mature and many of them have
been with Crown for some time and they always recognize and greet us with a smile. In
summary, the Chrysler product line fully meets our needs and we have always chosen one of
their products, even after doing considerable research and comparison shopping. The same
goes for the dealer who services our cars; there is really no choice that can compare to the
Crown service experience! Thank you so very much for your review - Ty and our entire staff
really appreciate your feedback. We also appreciate your complimentary words - especially from
someone who has been driving Chysler products for 45 years! Thank you again. Reason for
reporting the review: Select Your email address:. Dealer Reviews Find the best dealership for
you. Service Reviews Find good folks to fix your car. Cars for Sale Find the right car for you.
Car Recalls Make sure your car is safe to drive. Write a Review. Sign In. Dealer Panel. All
Salespeople. Sales Department. Contact Dealership. Dealership Service Write a review. Contact
Us. Home Delivery. Sales: Service: Parts: Together they have grown into one of the highest
volume dealerships in the Midwest. Selling well over 20, new and pre-owned vehicles, you can
be confident that the buying experience will be second to none. Our volume has allowed us to
pass along savings that cannot be challenged. Our professional and friendly staff is always
ready to show you our unique and transparent approach to selling automobiles. We have
access to millions to lend to finance or lease, low APR offers some with extended terms, and we
respect what many of us have gone through over the past year. We have lenders that
understand as well. No matter what you're looking for, Crown hopes to find a way to provide it
for you and we think we can do it in a Better Way. That's why we truly feel we're The Better Way
to Buy. We look forward to hearing from you. Call Dealership View 7 Awards. Customer Service.
Quality of Work. Overall Experience. A dealership's rating is calculated by averaging scores
from reviews received in the past 24 months. Overview Employees Reviews 2, Inventory Call
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has not read your response. Which review do you believe this to be a duplicate of? Please
provide the screen name, date, etc. Please provide any identifying information that you have
regarding the former employee that you believe wrote the review â€” full name, email, social
media links, anything that will help us research a connection between the review and that
person. Please let us know what leads you to believe that this review was posted fraudulently.
Which dealership do you believe this review was meant for, and what leads you to believe the
review was posted to the incorrect page? Please let us know what leads you to believe that this
review should be removed from the page. Please provide the exact content of the review that
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